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In swimming, the language of the lanes involves a lot of chatter about sets and reps and energy 
systems; drills, skills and techniques; and strokes, starts, turns and finishes.

One of the most complicated, complex and confusing aspects of “swim-speak” is training sets. 
There are as many variations of swim sets as there are swimming coaches, so learning the 
difference between a “sprint set” and a “skills set” can be difficult.

Here are just a few examples to help you translate your next training activity:

Every sport, every field of endeavour, has its own 
unique jargon and terms. And if you’re in a pool, you 

need to learn to speak and understand...

Training Activity Example Explanation

Broken Swim Set

6 x 100 as 25 meters race 
pace, 15 seconds rest, 
50 meters race pace, 10 
seconds rest, 25 meters 
race pace (three minutes 
rest between each 
broken 100)

A set of repeats “broken” into segments. For 
example, when preparing swimmers to swim 
100-meter events, the coach may “break” 
100-meter training repeats into 4 x 25, 2 x 50 or 
other combinations such as 25/50/25 with limited 
rest in between each effort. The goal is to simulate 
race pace, but provide the swimmers with short rest 
periods: just enough time to re-focus, control their 
breathing and concentrate on each specific phase 
of their event in practice.

Choice Set 6 x 50 choice on 1:15 The swimmer chooses the stroke they would like to 
swim for the set.

Drill Set 6 x 50 meters one-arm 
backstroke on 1:30

A drill set allows the swimmer and coach to focus 
on the development of one aspect of technique 
and/or skill.

Endurance Set 4 x 800 meters freestyle 
on 13:30

A set of longer, slower swimming designed to build 
endurance.

Explode Set
8 x 50 meters as explode 
20 meters, recovery 
swim 30 meters on 1:45

A set designed to help a swimmer build speed and 
power with periods of high speed or “explosions” 
separated by periods of slow recovery swimming.

Form Set 12 x 50 meters butterfly 
on 1:45

A training set involving swimming only backstroke, 
breaststroke or butterfly.

Heart Rate Set

6 x 200 meters freestyle 
on 3:45 with a target 
heart rate of 75% of 
maximum heart rate

A training set in which the goal is to swim with a 
prescribed heart rate as the determining factor of 
intensity.

THE LANGUAGE OF THE LANES
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Kick Set 5 x 200 meters kick on 
5:00

The swimmers complete a kick set—often using a 
kickboard—to build strength and endurance in their 
legs.

Main Set 24 x 100 meters freestyle 
on 1:40

The primary or focus set of the training session. 
The main feature of the workout—usually the most 
important activity of the training session.

Medley Set

4 x 50 meters medley 
order on 1:30

200 IM on 3:30

A training set specifically designed to help medley 
swimmers prepare to race the individual medley 
(i.e., where the strokes are swum in the order of 
butterfly, backstroke, breaststroke and freestyle).

Negative-split Set 8 x 200 meters freestyle 
on 5:45 negative-split

Swimming a training set in which the focus is on the 
“back end” of the repeats (i.e., swimming at a faster 
speed in the second half of each repeat than the 
first half of the repeat).

Power Set

6 x 10 strokes of 
butterfly with paddles 
at maximum speed, 
followed by 50 meters 
easy swimming recovery

A training set of short duration at supra-maximal 
speeds (i.e., above racing speed) with the emphasis 
on maintaining pressure on the water while the 
arms are moving as quickly as possible.

Pull Set 3 x 300 meters pull on 
6:15

The swimmers complete a pull-set—usually 
involving placing a training aid called a pull-buoy 
between their legs and thereby emphasizing the 
arms.

Race Set
4 x 50 maximum speed 
with race-quality starts 
(timed and recorded)

A set that challenges swimmers to swim at their 
T.R.P. (Target Race Pace) in training. Efforts are 
timed and recorded. The goal is to simulate race 
conditions as closely as possible.

Recovery Set Easy, relaxed 400 meters 
swim

A low-intensity, relaxed swim in which the swimmer 
recovers after hard sets and challenging training 
activities.

Reverse IM Set 12 x 25 meters RM0 on 
:40

A variation on medley training in which the 
swimmers swim the four competition swimming 
strokes in reverse order (i.e., freestyle, breaststroke, 
backstroke and butterfly).

Speed Set
10 x 15 meters maximum 
speed, easy 35 meters to 
the wall on 2:30

A swim set in which swimmers swim at high speed 
over very short distances followed by a relatively 
extended rest. It may also involve some slow 
swimming to facilitate physiological recovery.

Strength Set 10 x 50 meters on 2:00, 
pulling a towing device

A swimming set that includes an external resistance 
(e.g., a towing sponge, a parachute or bucket) to 
overload the swimmers’ arms and legs and build 
strength.

Sustained Speed 
Set

24 x 100 meters on 
1:40, all at 85% effort or 
greater

A challenging training set targeting threshold 
speeds and the swimmers’ aerobic capacity limits.
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Swim-down Easy, relaxed 300 
freestyle

Slow, easy, relaxed swimming performed at the 
end of the training or after racing to help swimmers 
recover and unwind.

Switch Set
10 x 50 meters as 25 
meters fly/25 meters 
back on 1:15

A set that conditions the swimmers to “switch” 
between the legs of the individual medley.

Test Set

7 x 50 meters best stroke 
on 2:30—descending 
from personal best time 
plus 12 seconds, then 
10 seconds, 8 seconds, 
6 seconds, 4 seconds, 2 
seconds and a maximum 
speed effort (record 
time, splits, stroke count, 
stroke rate)

A regularly scheduled set designed to test various 
elements of fitness, technique and skill.

Warm-up

200 meters of easy 
swimming
4 x 50 meters on 1:30 as 
25 meters drill/25 meters 
swim
4 x 50 meters on 2:00 as 
progressive “building” 
speed over each 50
100 meters of easy 
swimming

A slow, controlled period of easy, aerobic swimming 
performed at the commencement of the training 
session or before competition to warm up the body 
and help the swimmer prepare to train or race. 
Usually, a warm-up also includes some shorter 
repeats of progressively increasing speed to 
stimulate the swimmer physically, technically and 
mentally for faster swimming. 

Summary:
1. Swimming has more than its fair share of jargon and terms that can 

confuse even the most committed athlete. Take time to learn the language 
of the lanes so that you can better understand the different aspects of the 
sport.

2. Keep it simple. In the end, all you really need to know is:

• What are we doing?

• How much of it are we doing?

• How fast do we need to do it?

No matter how complex the workout may be, these three questions help 
to simplify and clarify what it is the coach is actually saying and expecting.

3. And, as always, the way you do the training—the workouts, the sets, the 
repeats, the skills—is what really matters.  Don’t count the laps...make 
every lap count! 
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There’s a theory about champions: You’re born great. It’s like being “cool”— you’ve either got it 
or you haven’t.

But there’s another theory: Champions are not born—they’re made.

Champions are made—not by the chance combination of genetic material and because you 
chose the right parents; rather, they’re made by the consistent commitment to working harder, 
smarter and more often than anyone else.

In other words, becoming a champion is up to you—and about you choosing to be the best. 
Remember: success is a choice.

So...

• If you’re not blessed with the “right stuff”;
• If you’re not the tallest or strongest or fastest swimmer in your age group or on your team;
• If it sometimes seems like life is not fair because some other swimmer seems to keep winning 

without having to work hard and train consistently...
 
   ...then this article is for you!

 
 

Here are 10 tips to becoming a champion.
Now’s the time to take that first step:

1. Make your training more challenging
Make it tougher, harder, more difficult and more demanding than any race ever could be.

Champions think differently and think different things. While most swimmers are focused on 
just getting through the workout and doing what the coach is asking, champions challenge 
themselves to do the workout at a higher level than the rest of the team.

For example, if the coach asks the team to swim a lap of butterfly, everyone swims a lap of 
butterfly—that is, everyone except the champion! Even with the request to complete such a 
simple task, champions challenge themselves to make the lap of fly something remarkable:

• Perfect streamline;
• Powerful fast underwater kick;
• Explosion of speed into the first stroke;
• No breathing on the first three, four or five strokes;
• Superb stroke technique throughout the lap, maintaining a smooth, even pace and working 

fast to the wall without breathing on the final four strokes and finishing with a race-quality 
finish.

 
You don’t have to be the biggest or most talented swimmer in the pool to think and act like a 
champion. You choose to think and act like a champion.

Choosing to be a Champion
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2. Out-prepare your competitors.
Do so in every detail—in and out of the water.

You may not be the most talented swimmer in your age group, but...you can eat better, sleep 
more, recover more effectively, take better care of any injury or illness problems, work harder 
more often and practice your technique and skills more intensively than your opposition.

By focusing on the championship behaviors that you can control—by out-preparing your 
competitors in every detail—you can develop many of the qualities and abilities that others 
admire and respect in true swimming champions.

3. Think I CAN rather than I CAN’T.
It takes the same amount of energy, time and effort to think and say, “I can,” as it does to think 
and say, “I can’t.”

Success comes in “cans”—I can, you can, we can. A champion’s mind thinks positive, constructive, 
“I can” thoughts, and then turns these into “I can” actions.

4. Regarding all the little things...there are no little 
things.

In the mind of a champion, there are no little things, no insignificant details and no “it-doesn’t-
really-matter” issues when it comes to training.

Winning in swimming often comes down to a fraction of a second, and it’s the champion’s 
“attention-to-small-details” mindset in training that makes all the difference in close finishes:

• Streamlining off every wall in training...does matter.
• Completing every turn in training with acceleration and at race speed...does matter.
• Finishing on the wall with a race-quality finish in every repeat...does matter.
If being a champion is your goal...everything matters!

5. Commitment is the key to every door.
Champions are 100 percent committed to the achievement of their goals.

Once they have made the commitment to be the best they can be, there are no excuses, no 
missed workouts, no finishing five meters from the wall at the end of repeats, no forgetting to 
stretch. They are uncompromisingly committed to achievement and to the realization of their 
potential.

While most swimmers accept doing things the easy way, champions deliberately and purposefully 
seek to do things the hard way (i.e., the right way). The cumulative effect of living this committed 
lifestyle makes all the difference.
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6. Mentally tough? You bet!
Mental toughness is a quality that defines our expectations of a champion.

Champions demonstrate their mental toughness by their ability to perform at their best in any 
situation, any location and against any opposition. Mental toughness—like being a champion—
is not something with which swimmers are born. It’s something they learn and master through 
consistent, regular, quality practice.

While most swimmers can swim with good technique, champions challenge themselves during 
practices to learn how to swim...

• with good technique;
• at high speeds;
• when tired;
• when under pressure; and
• with technical excellence in competition.

7. Confidence = Belief x Evidence
Confidence is a critical aspect of being a champion. It is is belief (i.e., self-belief, self-love, self-
acceptance) multiplied by evidence (i.e., training, previous results, gym work, knowledge, skills 
and experience).

It is the combination of how you feel about yourself and the consistent quality of the training and 
preparation you do that determines your level of confidence. Champions work on both aspects—
they learn to love and accept themselves as human beings...and they learn to ensure that their 
training and preparation activities are consistently more challenging and more demanding than 
the event for which they are preparing.

The confidence of champions comes not from attending a motivation lecture or by purchasing a 
self-help DVD series from a performance-coaching guru. Rather, it comes from the unconditional 
love and acceptance of themselves and by the way they train every day.

8. Win every workout
Champions want to win. They dream 
about winning. They think about 
winning. They talk about winning.

But most importantly, champions 
live a winner’s lifestyle—which 
means winning every workout. 
Winning the workout means that 
your commitment, intensity and 
effort are the best you can deliver. 
Winning in competition demands the 
commitment to a “win-the-workout” 
mindset—a champion’s mindset.
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9. Who you are determines what you will achieve
Thinking, talking and acting like a champion does not make you a better person—with stronger 
values and a positive, performance-oriented character. Being a better person—with stronger 
values and a positive, performance-oriented character—makes you a champion.

Who you are determines the swimmer you can become—not the other way around. To be the 
best, think like, talk like and act like the person you already are.

10. Take responsibility for your own swimming career
Is Mom still packing your swim bag for you? 
Ask her to stop. Does Dad still set the alarm 
for your morning workout? Ask him not to do 
it. Does Mom still make your breakfast and 
lunch? Tell her you’d like to do it yourself.

The responsibility for your swimming career 
is yours and yours alone. Champions willingly 
accept the responsibility for every aspect 
of their swimming preparation and gladly 
accept the accountability for their swimming 
competition performances.

Confidence comes from “doing”: when you 
can do more...you believe anything is possible 
and that no challenge is beyond you.

Summary:
1. Want to be the best? You can be. Being a champion is so much more 

than the size of your muscles, the length of your bones and the oxygen 
consumption potential of your body. So much of being a champion comes 
down to you and the decisions and choices you make every day.

2. Success is a choice. Choose to be great. You can choose to be happy. 
You can choose to be angry. You can choose to be frustrated. Or—just as 
easily—you can choose to be the best.

3. Don’t get too hung up on what time someone else has done or how many 
workouts another swimmer is doing. Concentrate and focus on you—and 
on the things you can do and the things you can control in every aspect 
of your preparation and performance.
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1. Train to the best of your ability—
consistently—every session.

2. Encourage other swimmers in your lane 
and on your team to do the same.

3. Learn to relax - switch off your swimming 
brain.

4. Learn to meditate! You don’t need to be 
an Eastern mystic or yoga guru: learn the 
fundamentals of meditation, controlled 
deep breathing and mindfulness.

5. Get better quality sleep.

6. Get more sleep! Eight to nine hours a 
night...you’ll be feeling all right; less than 
five...you’ll feel barely alive.

7. Eat more fresh fruit and fresh vegetables.

8. Learn more about the sport of swimming—
study its history, current world records, 
current national records and current 
national age group standards.

9. Arrive earlier to practice, and do your 
own dryland warm-up.

10. Drink more fresh water.

11. Take your own water bottle to every 
practice and drink from it regularly 
throughout practice.

12. When you get out of bed each morning, 
do ten push-ups and 20 abdominal 
crunches—just to develop the mindset 
of doing something extra that your 
competitors are not prepared to do.

13. Do the same thing (as #12) just before you 
get into bed each night. The cumulative 
effect of doing these little “extras” can 
make a big difference.

14. Develop a great dryland warm-up in case 
there’s a problem getting to a meet and 
you miss out on your regular pool warm-
up routine.

15. Eat less deep-fried, fast food.

16. Drink less soda.

17. Never, ever smoke.

18. Do your kick sets with real intent. Make 
your kicking practice times relevant to 
your swimming goals. For example, strive 
to kick all your 50-meter kick repeats 
within seven seconds of your 50-meter 
swim time goals.

19. Stretch your ankles, hips and shoulders 
while you watch TV. Hold each stretch for 
30 seconds, breathe slowly, deeply and 
relax while you stretch.

20. Ask your coach for his/her advice every 
day—e.g., “Coach, how can I improve my 
turns?” or “Coach, how can I get better at 
pull sets?”

21. Attack every turn at race speed—even in 
warm-up, swim-down and during skills 
practices.

22. Start every training session with a race 
quality dive and breakout. Start the way 
you want to finish.

23. If it’s cold, take warm clothes to wear 
immediately after practice... including 
shoes and socks.

24. Streamline off every wall—every time!

25. Kick fast underwater in streamline in fly, 
back and free at every practice and off 
every wall. Do at least eight fast, sharp, 
powerful kicks in less than three seconds.

101 Things to do to Improve Your 
Swimming
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26. Encourage your teammates when they 
do something amazing in practice.

27. Encourage them even more when they’re 
having an “off” day and things are not 
going right.

28. Finish on the wall every time—every 
practice!

29. Don’t breathe on the first three strokes in 
fly or free—ever!

30. Don’t breathe on the last three strokes in 
fly or free—ever!

31. Learn to count your strokes and be aware 
of your stroke count constantly.

32. Learn to count your kicks in breaststroke 
and be aware of your kick count 
constantly.

33. Experiment with your body position 
when you streamline—e.g., change your 
head position, shift your arms a little up 
or down. “Play” in the water from time 
to time and learn how you can move 
through the water easier and with less 
effort.

34. Master accurate pacing. Learn to pace 
within 25-hundredths of a second per 
25-meter effort—i.e., within one second 
of your goal time on every 100-meter 
repeat.

35. Take great care of your equipment. Dry 
your training equipment after every 
training session and take all of your 
training equipment home after the final 
practice session each week to clean it 
properly.

36. Finish two hands on the wall on every fly 
and breast repeat.

37. Finish “ear-to-shoulder” on every 
freestyle repeat.

38. When the coach asks you for everything 
you’ve got in a set or on a single repeat—
give the coach all you’ve got!

39. Look for opportunities to race. Race 
anyone...anywhere...anytime. Racing 
often helps you learn important skills 
that training alone just can’t.

40. Be focused and concentrate on 
completing your drills and skills work 
accurately and precisely.

41. Don’t count the laps—make every lap 
count. Counting the laps is your coach’s 
job. Your job is to make every lap—every 
set and every session—count toward you 
achieving your swimming goals.

42. Remember that there isn’t any difference 
between winning and losing. If you win, 
turn up for practice the next day and work 
hard on getting better. If you lose, turn up 
for practice the next day and work hard 
on getting better.

43. If you are tired, sick or injured, and you 
have a day off, don’t stress. Everyone gets 
tired, sick and/or injured at some time 
in his/her swimming career. If you have 
to miss a workout, take care of yourself, 
rest well, get plenty of sleep, and follow 
your doctor’s or physical therapists 
instructions—you’ll be back better than 
ever sooner than you think.

44. Never, ever give up. Simple. Everyone has 
bad days. Everyone has plateaus when 
they don’t improve for days...weeks...
months. Everyone has times when they 
just can’t seem to find the motivation 
and energy to keep going. Just persist!

45. Find a passion other than swimming to 
pursue. Reading? Writing? Another sport? 
A hobby? Hiking? Find something other 
than swimming that you love to do that 
you can lose yourself in when you’re not 
swimming.

46. Help set up the practice area, and help 
clean up afterward. It shows respect for 
your coach, your team and your training 
environment.
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47. Learn and practice the “big-six” body 
weight strength training exercises: push-
ups, dips, chin-ups, step-ups (body-
weight squats), abdominal crunches and 
sit-ups. Start with just two or three of each 
every day, then progressively increase 
them. You’ll be amazed how quickly you 
will improve... and even more amazed at 
what a difference these simple exercises 
will make to your swimming.

48. Use your swimming equipment 
intelligently and appropriately. Paddles 
are great at helping you to develop “feel” 
for the water, but if overused, they can 
increase the risk of developing shoulder 
injuries. Fins are a great training tool, 
but if used too often, they can also cause 
injuries and technique problems.

49. Feel your “fly feet” snap. Imagine there’s 
something on your feet and you’re trying 
to get it off by snapping and whipping 
your feet as you kick in butterfly.

50. Ask yourself this question every day: “Did 
I get better today?” That could be better 
at kick or better at pull or better at turns 
or better at dives. Your goal should be to 
improve in at least one thing every time 
you train.

51. Pack a snack into your workout bag so 
you can commence the recovery process 
immediately after training.

52. Young swimmers: look up to older 
swimmers. Older swimmers: if you’re a 
senior swimmer, tell younger swimmers 
how great they are doing or how amazing 
their skills are—e.g., “Wow! Your kick is 
incredible.” It makes them feel positive 
about themselves, and a few words from 
you can make all the difference in their 
swimming lives. The impact that a group 
of very positive swimmers can have on 
the rest of the team can be very powerful.

53. Incorporate some “snorkel” training into 
your program, particularly during warm-
up. A few 100s of steady, even, controlled, 
relaxed “snorkel” freestyle during warm-
up can help your body feel more balanced 
in the water and will prepare you for the 
great session of swimming to follow.

54. Learn to take your heart rate quickly and 
accurately.

55. Backstroke and freestyle turning is 
all about your “eyes.” Your head will 
“follow” your eyes, and your body will 
“follow” your head. So, if you look ahead 
at the wall when you turn, chances are 
you’ll have a flat, slow turn as your eyes 
become focused on the wall. Instead, try 
to keep your eyes focused on the hand 
that is leading the final stroke, and you’ll 
find your head and body follow in a fast, 
tight tumbling action.

56. In the weeks before a big meet, ask your 
coach if you can play loud, annoying 
music behind the blocks as the team 
practice starts. In big meets, there’s 
always noise, distractions, people 
rushing around, swimmers warming up, 
people talking, etc. Get used to it—and 
race fast no matter what’s happening 
around you.

57. Thank officials, judges, starters, 
timekeepers and everyone at every swim 
meet you attend. It doesn’t make you any 
faster—but without them, we wouldn’t 
have a sport!

58. Ask your coach for “more.” Once a week, 
ask your coach if there’s something 
else you can do—another repeat...a 
new stretch...a few starts...anything—
to help you gain an advantage over 
your competition and improve your 
swimming.

59. It’s critically important to turn your feet 
out when your heels are on your butt in 
breaststroke. The more you turn your feet 
out, the more your lower leg can “feel” 
the surface of the water—and the more 
effective your breaststroke kick will be.

60. Practice a range of racing tactics and 
strategies. Sometimes go out way too 
fast. Other times, try negative-splitting. 
On other occasions, practice precise 
even-paced swims. Develop the full 
range of racing and pacing skills so you 
can succeed in every likely competitive 
situation.
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61. When you push off of a wall, do it with 
power. Imagine your legs and feet are 
“punching” the end of the pool with 
power and real aggression.

62. The relationship between your head and 
your hips is the most crucial relationship 
in swimming. Be aware of where your 
head and hips are in relation to each 
other—particularly when breathing.

63. Chase competitive opportunities. Find 
swim meets where you’ll be challenged 
and really tested against superior and 
older opposition. Look for meets where 
it’s likely you can win so you can learn 
how to lead in races. Go to meets and race 
in events in which you don’t normally 
race. Race...Race...Race...RACE!

64. Take running shoes or joggers to 
workouts. Twice a week, ask Mom and 
Dad to drop you off one mile from home 
and run the rest of the way home. This 
extra commitment to your fitness will 
make a huge difference.

65. Make kicking “best times” as important 
as swimming “best times.” Regularly 
challenge yourself over 50, 100, 200 
and 400 meters kick. Strive to get your 
kicking best times as close as possible to 
your swimming best times. Take pride in 
being a great kicker.

66. Wear old swimsuits, old caps and worn 
goggles in training most of the time. It 
saves money (which will keep Mom and 
Dad happy), and it makes you so much 
more appreciative of your fast, race-
quality gear when you put it on at a big 
meet.

67. When you have time off over the holidays, 
do something to stay fit—mountain bike 
riding...hiking...yoga...martial arts...
rock climbing...spin classes...jump rope. 
Having time off swimming doesn’t mean 
becoming a “couch potato”!

68. During warm-up on race day, double- and 
even triple-check the starting blocks, the 
positioning of the backstroke flags, the 
“feel” of the walls, the distance from the 
“T” on the bottom of the pool to the end of 
the pool, the wind direction, the location 
of the sun.... It is your responsibility to 
know with certainty all you can about 
your racing environment.

69. Never ask the coach to make things 
easier! Instead, find ways of making the 
training you are doing more challenging 
and more demanding. If the coach says 
breathe every two in fly, breathe every 
three. If the coach says don’t breathe 
on your final three strokes, try not to 
breathe for four or five. Always ask more 
of yourself than anyone else thinks is 
possible.

70. Every so often, weigh yourself before 
and after training—particularly if you 
train indoors in a warm pool or if you’re 
training outdoors in hot weather. This 
will give you a clear indication of how 
well you’re rehydrating during training.

71. In the weeks leading up to a big meet, ask 
your coach if you can do your warm-up 
in a very crowded lane at training—five 
swimmers, 10 swimmers, 20 swimmers...
the more the merrier. One thing that 
will happen at state- and national-level 
meets is the inevitability of having to 
warm up in overcrowded lanes. For the 
swimmer who isn’t prepared for these 
conditions, his or her race day is over 
before it begins!

72. Practice breathing every two strokes, 
every three strokes and every four 
strokes in fly and free. You never know 
when you’ll need to change breathing 
patterns and sides in a race.

73. Practice not breathing on the last two, 
three, four, five or six strokes in fly and 
free. There’ll come a time when the 
difference between winning and losing 
will come down to a fraction of a second, 
and it will be your breath control in the 
final ten meters that could determine the 
outcome of the race.
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81. Make every breakout stroke explosive. 
When you hit the surface of the water, 
it should be with so much speed and 
power that your opponents are terrified! 
In practice, make every breakout an 
explosion of speed as you burst out of 
the water!

82. Learn to relax your arms in recovery. Every 
time your hands are moving forward 
in swimming, it’s called recovery. It’s 
important to relax your hands, arms and 
shoulders as you recover—particularly in 
butterfly.

83. Swimming successfully at the senior level 
means learning to swim fast through the 
“rounds,”—i.e., being able to swim fast 
in the heats, faster in the semi-finals and 
even faster in the finals. During a practice 
over a two-day period, ask your coach 
if you can do time trials in the morning 
of Day 1, the afternoon of Day 1 and the 
afternoon of Day 2 so that you learn to go 
faster round by round.

84. Kick from your hips. Feel the first 
movement of your kick originate in your 
hips, then feel the power build and flow 
down your legs to be released through 
your lower legs and feet.

85. At the end of every training session, ask 
yourself three questions:

• Did I train at my best today?
• Did my attendance at that session make 

a real difference and contribute to me 
achieving my goals?

• Did I learn something today that will 
make me a better swimmer tomorrow?

86. Have a pre-training snack—even if you 
don’t feel like it. A pre-morning workout 
snack will help recharge and refuel 
you after a long sleep. A pre-afternoon 
workout snack will help ensure that your 
energy stores are replenished and ready 
for another great training session.

87. With fly and breast turns (open turns), 
think about “knees-to-nose”—i.e., snap 
your knees and hips forward and tuck 
tightly to maximize your turning speed.

74. Learn how to deal with nerves. Being 
nervous simply means that what you’re 
doing is something you care about 
and means a lot to you. Welcome 
those nervous moments—then learn 
how to manage them through slow, 
deep breathing and other relaxation 
techniques.

75. Become a master relay swimmer! Relays 
are fun. They’re a great opportunity to 
swim fast, and they’re a fantastic time to 
build strong friendships and bonds with 
teammates.

76. Train in all weather conditions—and 
at different times of the day. Being a 
successful swimmer may mean traveling 
to another city, state or even country...
racing earlier in the morning or later in 
the evening than you’re accustomed...
and even competing in an outdoor 
pool with variable conditions, such as 
wind, rain and bright glare. Learn to 
go fast anytime, anywhere and in any 
conditions.

77. Include some fresh fish in your diet. The 
omega-3 fatty acids are good for you, and 
the high levels of vitamin D and calcium 
are great for the hard-working swimmer.

78. Keep your feet “loose” when kicking 
in fly, back and free. This means not 
pointing your toes! Think loose, floppy 
and flapping feet.

79. “Outtouch” the person in the next lane 
as often as you can. Even during warm-
up, in skills sets and even when you’re 
swimming endurance sets, get in the 
habit of outreaching and outtouching 
swimmers in the next lanes by a fraction 
of an inch. This small, simple habit helps 
teach you how to win in tight races when 
it really matters.

80. Set “micro-goals”—goals that will 
determine how you’re going to attack 
this next turn, how you’ll kick this next 
lap, etc. Set goals that are immediate—
ones that relate to what you’re doing 
right now. Get the most out of every 
training moment.
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88. Work on your “hand touch” to “foot touch” 
time in your fly and breast turns. Try to 
minimize the time it takes from when 
your hands touch the wall until your feet 
touch the wall. As a general guide, hand 
touch to foot touch for national-level age 
group swimmers should be 8-tenths of 
a second. World-class is anything under 
6-tenths of a second!

89. Keep a training log or training diary of 
some kind. It doesn’t have to be a big 
deal. Try adding a few notes on your 
smartphone...or record a 30-second 
audio on your phone of “things I learned 
today.” Learn faster...improve sooner!

90. As much as possible, swim up and down 
the lanes following the black center line. 
Even when your lane is busy, try to come 
to the center of the lane at the start of each 
repeat, when you turn and as you finish so 
that you’re constantly practicing starting, 
turning and finishing in straight lines.

91. Once a week, ask your coach if you can 
do a “racing session,” including wearing 
all of your race gear—swimsuit, cap and 
goggles. It helps you become familiar 
with wearing them in competition. The 
way they feel will inspire you to race very 
fast during that training session.

92. Learn to feel the “connection” between 
your hips and your hands. Swimming 
fast is very much about how you use your 
hips and how connected your arm stroke 
is to your hip movements. Remember: 
“hips before hands” for maximum stroke 
power.

93. Speed and relaxation are “married.” The 
faster you want to go, the more relaxed 
you need to be! When you do sprints and 
explosive work, stay relaxed and loose: 
smooth is fast. Tension is the enemy of 
speed...so practice staying relaxed at 
high speed.

94. Work on your abdominal “core.” Sit-
ups, crunches, planks, pelvic holds—it 
doesn’t matter what you do...just work 
on your core every day.

95. Thank your mom, dad, coach and anyone 
else who helps you on your swimming 
journey—every day. Kindness, respect 
and courtesy cost nothing, but they are 
priceless.

96. When you dive, imagine you are kicking 
the blocks out of their fittings! Kick back 
with ferocity...with real power. Think of 
the way a horse kicks—straight back and 
with speed and “fire.”

97. All head movements in swimming should 
be minimal. In freestyle, try to keep 
one eye, one ear and the corner of your 
mouth in the water as you turn your head 
to breathe. In backstroke, keep your head 
very still. In fly and breast, try to keep 
your chin on the water as you breathe. 
The smaller the head movements, the 
better.

98. Try. That’s it—just try. If the coach asks 
you to do something new—just “try.” 
If you’re attempting to swim at a speed 
you’ve never swum before—just “try.” 
You learn by doing—and that means 
trying new things, practicing new skills 
and working on new techniques.

99. Keep your hands “soft” and relaxed. This 
“softness” enhances your ability to feel 
the water and to maintain pressure on 
the water throughout your swimming 
stroke.

100. Practice great technique, excellent 
starts, brilliant turns and perfect finishes 
even during warm-up and swim-down. 
The only difference between warm-up, 
swim-down and competitive racing is 
the speed. Technique and skills should 
be practiced perfectly at all times.

101. Learn what “ready” feels like for you. 
Develop a warm-up routine that works 
for you—one that gets you physically 
and mentally prepared to swim your 
very best.
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1. How good can I be? Do I have what it takes to be a 
great swimmer?

“How good you can be, has nothing to do with me. It’s up to you. I can write the workouts. I can 
help you improve your technique and skills. I can help you get faster, stronger, more flexible 
and more powerful...I can do all that stuff but in the end, greatness is a choice and success is a 
lifestyle. Your passion and your desire to succeed will determine how far you go in this sport. I 
will help you all I can, but in the end, it’s up to you”.

2. When should I specialise in the one event?
“There are rules about stroke specialisation – it’s not about age or sessions swum or how long 
your legs are....it’s about the three Ps:

What stroke suits you PHYSICALLY?

What stroke suits you PSYCHOLOGICALLY? 

What stroke are you PASSIONATE about in swimming?

Or if you like, your “special” stroke is the one which best suits your body, mind and spirit. As you 
grow, mature and develop, it will become pretty obvious what stroke is “yours” – and if you work 
hard at it every day, there are no limits to what you can achieve.

Did you ever want to ask your coach a question but couldn’t find the right way of asking the 
question?

Did you ever have something you wanted to say to your coach but couldn’t find the right moment?

Did you ever want to sit down with your coach and discuss some stuff you have been wondering 
about but never had the chance?

Well – here’s your chance!

Questions You Always Wanted to Ask 
Your Coach but were Afraid to Ask
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3. Does it really matter what I eat?
“Does it matter what fuel a Formula One driver puts in his car? Does it matter what fuel the 
Space Shuttle uses to get into orbit? High performance engines need high performance fuel. 
Swimmers are high performance people and high performance athletes so yes...it does really 
matter what you eat”.

4. Why do I have to get up so early in the morning to 
train?

“A great question! There are three reasons:

To prepare you for racing / Meets: At most big meets you race heats in the morning and race 
finals in the afternoon / evening. So we train twice a day to prepare you to meet the demands of 
competition racing.

To give you the maximum time between sessions to rest and recover. We believe that your 
body needs 8-10 hours between sessions to recover so we structure training to give you the best 
possible opportunity to be at your best at every workout.

And the third reason is a selfish one....Because there’s nothing more wonderful than working 
with a team of motivated, committed, dedicated, talented people first thing in the morning!!”

5. Why do I have to train so hard when my friends who 
play basketball and baseball seem to only train two 
or three times a week?

“Another great question. The main reason is that a key component of most land based sports is 
walking, jogging and running. These are all normal, natural movements for us humans. Jumping 
into a big body of water and swimming fast is not a normal or natural thing for us to do or else 
we’d all have fins, scales and a big flat tail! So we need to spend a lot of time in the water to learn 
how to move on it, under it, over it and through it. Imagine how much time a fish would have to 
spend learning to play football!
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6. What else do I have to do (besides swimming) to be a 
great swimmer?

“Follow the GREAT principle – Gym work (dryland) – Recovery – Eat – Attitude – Train! 

G = do your gym work and dryland training with the same passion and determination that 
you put into your pool work.

R = Rest and recover after training, get plenty of sleep and help your body and mind regenerate 
after hard work.

E = Eat quality, nutritious, high performance foods and plenty of fresh water, juices and 
healthy drinks.

A = Attitude is everything! Attitude leads to consistency. Consistency gives you belief...and 
with belief, anything is possible.

T = Train hard, consistently and to the best of your ability.

In other words to be great – be GREAT! 

7. Why do I have to swim with the older and faster kids 
sometimes? – I just want to swim with my friends!

“I hear ya! Swimming is as much about friendships as it is about freestyle so you have no 
argument with me. But, training is also about making the most of every lap and sometimes you 
have to train with older, more experienced and faster swimmers to help you improve and reach 
your goals. And right after training, you will have so much to talk about with your friends”.

8. Why do I feel so bad and so tired when we taper for a 
meet?

“Guess what??? It’s normal and almost every swimmer in the world feels yuck during taper 
time. In taper time your body adapts to the hard work you have been doing in training and it is 
this adaptation that takes some getting used to. Your blood, nerves, muscles, energy stores and 
many of your cells are all changing, growing, adapting and improving during taper time – no 
wonder you feel funny! Don’t worry. It doesn’t last and you will be feeling fast, fit and fantastic 
on Meet day!”

9. I don’t want to stick around and do the team relays at 
the end of Meets. Why do I have to do it?

“Believe it or not, swimming is a team event. Yep – that’s right: a team event. We are a group of 
people with two clear goals: to best the best we can be and to enjoy every moment of what we do. 

Think about what orchestras can achieve when they work together. Each musician is highly 
talented and works hard to be the best he / she can be. Each musician can make wonderful sounds 
and music with their own instruments but when all the members of the orchestra come together 
and play in harmony, the result is magic! By working together, encouraging each other, supporting 
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each and creating “harmony” in our team, we can also make magic – fast swimming magic! 

Did you know that T.E.A.M – stands for TOGETHER EVERYONE ACHIEVES MAGNIFICENCE?”

10. Why is it so important that I get plenty of rest and 
sleep?

“When does a tree grow? When you are planting it? When you are watering it? Or when it is 
resting quietly in the sunshine, absorbing light and energy and taking in water and nutrients 
from the soil? 

Training stimulates your body to grow, change, develop and improve but most of these changes 
and improvements take place while you rest, recover and regenerate. So the message is Train 
hard – Rest “hard” – that is, spend as much time, effort and energy on your recovery program 
as you do on your training program.

11.  Why do you always go on and on about streamlining 
and working our turns?

“Swimming is so much more than butterfly, backstroke, breaststroke and freestyle. There is a 
fifth stroke – underwater technique and skills. You can be the fastest freestyle swimmer in the 
State, but never win a medal at Championships because you have slow turns and sloppy under 
water work. 

So the reason I always go “on and on” is because streamlining, turns, starts, dives and underwater 
kicking are as important as any of the four competitive strokes. 

Imagine having a race car with a huge engine but it couldn’t turn, steer around corners or brake 
when it had to: you would never be able to drive it at full speed because of limitations in its 
handling and braking. Swimming is the same. You can do a lot of work improving your swimming 
speed, endurance and power but never realise your full potential unless you consistently work 
on improving and enhancing your skills”.
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12. Why do I have practice other strokes? I only want to 
do backstroke.

“Several reasons. 

Firstly, swimming the same stroke all the time would get boring...for you and me! 

Second, developing skills in other strokes will often help your favourite stroke. Improving your 
fly can help your freestyle and backstroke underwater kick. Working on backstroke can enhance 
your catch and shoulder flexibility. 

Thirdly, it gives you options. Sometimes if you just focus on one stroke and it is not improving – 
what we call a performance plateau -, you can get bored, frustrated, angry and even despondent. 
By spending time working on skills, technique and performance in other strokes you will often 
find that your main stroke starts to improve as well.

13. Why do we do so much kicking practice? We don’t 
race kicking races!!

“Have a look at the great swimmers of the past 10 years; Thorpe, Coughlin, Piersol, Phelps...all 
great kickers. Kick is a critical part of swimming fast. Still not convinced??? Next time you train, 
cross your feet and swim the fastest 100 you can. Then do it again, working your legs fast and 
kicking with speed and power.....and FEEL the difference.  In fact, one of the greatest swimmers 
of all time recently said about kick: “Kicking is critical to success. I think of it like this. My arms 
take me out – (to half race distance) and my legs bring me back (the second half of the race). 
Without a strong kick to “bring me home” there would be no world records, no gold medals and 
no big race wins””.  

14. Why do I have to go to the gym?
“Athletes in all sports use the gym for several reasons. To get stronger, to improve flexibility, to 
enhance their power...there are as many reasons for going to the gym as there are stars in the 
sky.

However, we use the ABILITY principle in our swim gym program:

St-ability – we work on our abs, back muscles and core to create a strong, stable platform for 
swimming.
Mob-ability – we focus on mobility so that we can get into important swimming positions for 
little effort.
Flex-ability – we concentrate on flexibility so we can reduce the risk of unnecessary injury.
Swimming ABILITY = St-ability plus Mob-ability plus Flex-ability!”

Thanks for your questions!
 
 
And one final thing....don’t ever be afraid to ask your coach anything. 
After all – your coach’s dream is the same as yours...to see you reach your 
potential and for you to enjoy every moment of your time in swimming!
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What does it take to be a great swimmer?

What do you need to go from blowing bubbles in the kid’s pool to winning medals and millions 
as a world class athlete?

What are the skills, techniques and attributes you must have to turn potential into performance, 
practice into perfection and training into triumph?

The Five “Abilities” Every Swimmer Needs:

• Mob-ability (mobility);
• St-ability (stability);
• Flex-ability (flexibility);
• Adapt-ability (adaptability);
• Me-ability (self-belief).

ABILITY NUMBER ONE:   MOBILITY
Mobility is the ability to move. Too many swimmers get bogged down in doing just one thing….
swimming. The problem with doing swimming, swimming and nothing but swimming is that 
your body can become really good at stroking up and down a pool but not much else.

Over time this total focus on freestyle and the other strokes can lead to tightness, stiffness and 
even injury.

It is a great idea to compliment your swimming training with some activities which enhance 
mobility.

The top ten mobility increasing activities for swimmers are:

1.   Dancing;
2.   Martial arts;
3.   Gymnastics;
4.   Aerobics type exercise classes;
5.   Zumba;
6.   Synchronised swimming;
7.   Rock climbing;
8.   Boxer-cise classes;
9.   Ballet;
10. Pilates / Yoga-lates type classes.

 
Work on becoming more mobile and your swimming will go to a whole new level.

The Five Abilities Every Swimmer 
Needs: Mob-ability, St-ability, Flex- 
ability, Adapt-ability and Me-ability! 
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ABILITY NUMBER TWO:   STABILITY
Stability – or the ability to keep your body strong and stable when training and competing is 
also important for fast times and quality swimming.

We want strong arms to pull with power and pressure. We want strong legs to kick with power 
and speed.

But….we also want our bodies (our “core” around our abdominals and back) to be strong and 
stable

when you use those awesome arms and limitless legs to their full capacity.

The top ten stability increasing activities for swimmers are:

 
 

ABILITY NUMBER THREE:   FLEXIBILITY
Everyone stretches…..but why?

Flexibility in swimming means one thing above all…..the ability to get into effective swimming 
positions easily and efficiently without additional effort or energy cost.

Swimming is a dynamic activity and to develop flex-ability which can enhance swimming 
performance you need flexibility exercises which are also dynamic in nature.

Our traditional approach to increasing flexibility in swimming was to perform long “hold” 
stretches on the pool deck before and after training and competition.

Increasingly, physical therapists are recommending that swimmers look to more dynamic ways 
of increasing their range of motion and flexibility.

The top ten flexibility increasing activities for swimmers are:

1. Yoga;
2. Pilates;
3. Strength training (particularly “free-

weights” with great technique as this 
recruits “core” muscles in the process);

4. Martial arts;
5. Boxing;

6. Gymnastics;
7. Rock climbing;
8. Core stability routines, e.g. Swiss Ball 

routines, abs workouts.
9. Dance classes – particularly Zumba;
10. Medicine ball workout routines (i.e. 

where the body is held in a strong, stable 
core position while using the ball).

1. Gymnastics;
2. Martial arts;
3. Rock climbing;
4. Yoga;
5. Ballet;
6. Swimming long – i.e. including some 

strokes in your warm up routine where 
you “hold” along position in the water 
for an extended period, e.g. breaststroke 
with a five second “hold” with your arms 

extended in front of you;
7. Pilates;
8. Cheerleading;
9. Some team sports, e.g. hockey, football 

and other team sports require a degree 
of flexibility which can complement 
swimming training;

10. Other individual sports, e.g. tennis, track 
and field, squash etc. will all include 
some dynamic flexibility exercises in 
their training and practice sessions.
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ABILITY NUMBER FOUR:   ADAPTABILITY
Adaptability is a critical skill for every competitive swimmer. The ability to adapt to every 
situation, to every challenge and to every race scenario is vital to achieving competition success.

Swimmers who possess the ability to adapt to every situation are able to master the moment: 
those moments when racing seems rough and training is tough and swimming is more like a 
fight than a fun thing to do.

Being adaptable means facing and overcoming obstacles and adversity and embracing difficulty 
as something to defeat and learn from.

The best way to develop this ability is to ensure your training is more challenging and more 
demanding than the competition you are preparing for.

That’s right: make training even tougher than competition.

Find ways of making your kick sets, pull sets, training sets and sprints all tougher, harder, more 
challenging, more difficult and more demanding than the competition you are preparing for and 
in doing so learn how to master every difficult situation the competition is likely to throw at you.

 

ABILITY NUMBER FIVE:   ME-ABILITY
Of all the “abilities” – me-ability – “self-confidence” is perhaps the most important.

Having great mobility is excellent to help you move through the water with ease and flow.

Having excellent stability is great to help you develop real power and strength in your 
performance. 

Having brilliant flexibility helps you to establish and maintain great technique when you train 
and race.

And adaptability means you can apply the first three abilities anytime, anywhere and in any 
situation.

But it all requires you having the belief in your own ability to do it.

Developing these abilities – these “performance tools” is only giving you the potential to 
perform. Believing in you as a person: believing in yourself and your own ability to use these 
performance

tools when and where it really matters is the key to it all. Imagine you purchased the world’s best 
computer.

The computer contains the total sum of all the knowledge, experience and information of the 
entire human race.

It has incredible memory, amazing processing speed and astounding graphics. It has the 
potential, if used correctly, to change the world.

What’s the first step in “changing the world”……someone has to plug it in and turn it on. Someone 
has to provide power to the computer before it can realise its full potential.

Your mobility, stability, flexibility and adaptability are like this computer: they are the tools 
which, even if they can’t change THE world…can change YOUR world.
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All it takes is for someone to “switch them on”.

Many swimmers become good “trainers” – they train and they train and they train and they train 
and they develop the abilities they need to swim very very fast.  But, they lack the belief and the 
confidence to turn those abilities on when it really counts….on race day.

So how do you develop me-ability? How do you create confidence?

Confidence comes from knowing.

If you know something – if you believe in it and believe it is real, if you can see it and you can feel 
it so that you know for sure it is real, then you become confident about it.

And that’s why we train!

If you work on your mobility every day…you know you have mob-ability.

If you train your core and stabilise your body every day..you know you have st-ability.

If you include some dynamic flexibility training every day..you know you have flex-ability.

And if you challenge yourself to train and prepare to the full extent of your potential every day…
you know you have adapt-ability.

Confidence comes from knowing… if you know you have 
these abilities, then you know, that when the moment 
comes, you will race well, compete hard and perform to 
your full potential.

Summary:
1. Remember the big “five” - The Five “Abilities” Every Swimmer Needs:

a.   Mob-ability (mobility);
b.   St-ability (stability);
c.   Flex-ability (flexibility);
d.   Adapt-ability (adaptability);
e.   Me-ability (self-belief).
2. There are many, many non-swimming activities which can enhance each 

of the five abilities and in turn enhance your swimming performance;

3. Of all the “abilities”, the most important one is Me-ability: with self-belief 
and self-confidence, anything is possible;

4. Confidence is king and confidence comes from knowing: knowing you 
have done all that you can do to develop the “abilities” in training and 
preparation;

5. And the best thing of all is that each one of the “abilities” can be purchased 
with hard work, earned with some consistent training and bought with a 
little effort: if you can afford the price, the rewards are incomparable!
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Can you imagine yourself standing at the end of the pool at your next Swim Meet, hands on your 
hips, with a huge smile on your face and laughing as all the usual challenges and problems like 
nervousness, anxiety, pressure, “psyche-outs”, emotions and noise bounce off you like bullets 
bouncing off Superman’s chest?

Would you like to be mentally stronger – mentally tougher, so that nothing can affect you, 
nothing can harm you, and nothing can stop you from swimming like superman?

Would you like to be so mentally tough that you go to Swim Meets filled with courage, calm, 
confidence and composure (as opposed to feeling weak, wimpy and wishing you could be 
somewhere else?).

Here’s how:

Mental Toughness Tip 1: You have to make training more challenging and 
more demanding than the competition you are preparing for.

Mental Toughness Tip 2: You have to out-prepare – in every aspect – every 
swimmer that you will be facing in competition.

Mental Toughness Tip 3: You have to do the first two tips every day, in 
everything you do, in and out of the water.

Mental Toughness Tip 1: 

You have to make training (physically and mentally) more challenging and more 
demanding than the competition you are preparing for:

Think of it this way.

Imagine Swim Meets had a “ranking” between 1 and 10, where a ranking of 1 is a swim for fun 
meet at your own club just for prizes and laughs and a ranking of 10 is the Olympic final.

If you are preparing for local school Meet, let’s say with a ranking of 4 out of 10, then your 
preparation needs to be set at a level of 5 or 6 out of 10.

If you are preparing for the State Champs, with a ranking of 6 out of 10, make sure your preparation 
is at a level of 7 or 8 out of 10.

Unfortunately many swimmers prepare for a “4” level Meet by training at a level of 2 or 3 and 
then hope that everything will work out when they get to the competition pool. ….and hope is 
not a recommended strategy for success

By always preparing to a level higher than the Meet you are preparing for you can race with the 
confidence that there is nothing the Meet can throw at you that you can’t beat: no obstacles you 
will have to face which can stop you, no challenge that will be too great for you to defeat.

Building a Bulletproof Brain and 
Swim like Superman 
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Mental Toughness Tip 2: 
You have to out-prepare – in every aspect – every swimmer that you will be facing in 
competition

This means not just training harder, smarter, more consistently and faster in the pool than your 
opposition – this means every aspect of your preparation must be better than every swimmer 
you will race against.

You have to eat better than your competition.
You have to get more (and better quality) sleep than your competition.
You have to work harder in the gym than your competition.
You have to take care of any injuries more effectively than your competition.
You have to manage your time, your work, your study and rest better than your competition.

Imagine for a moment you are preparing to race an outstanding swimmer at your next Meet. 
Imagine you are going to look across the pool to Lane 4 and there’s Phelps standing smiling back 
at you. Or Hardy. Or Ziegler. Or Lochte.

Now there is nothing you can do to control their talent, their skill, their training or their abilities. 
All the things that they own – that are part of who they are – are outside your control. So forget 
about them.

What you can control is every aspect of your own preparation.

You can control what you eat.
You can control when you go to bed and how well you sleep.
You can control how much effort – how much focus – how much concentration you give to 
your pool and gym workouts.

And if you know that you have consistently “out-eaten”, “out-slept”, “out-recovered”, “out-gym-
worked” and “out-trained” your competition you can go to the Meet with the confidence you 
can perform at your best in every situation, every race, every time.

Think of it another way.

If you were racing Phelps or Hardy or Ziegler or Lochte with all their talent and ability and….
they had also eaten better than you, slept better than you, recovered better than you and trained 
better than you…you have no hope what-so-ever of beating them.

By Controlling the Controllables: by controlling all the things that you can control, you can 
always compete to your full potential and you are giving yourself the best possible opportunity 
for success.
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Mental Toughness Tip 3: 
You have to do the first two tips every day, in everything you do, in and out of the water.

Want to know the secret to being mentally tough????

The secret to being mentally tough is to not have to be mentally tough!

Most people think being mentally tough is fighting hard to overcome tough situations. Others 
believe being mentally tough is staying strong in the face of adversity. Some people think being 
mentally tough is never showing pain and never succumbing to pressure.

But the real secret to being mentally tough is to not have to be mentally tough.

By ensuring that your training is consistently more challenging and more demanding than any 
Meet could ever be, and by knowing with absolute certainty that you have out-prepared in 
every aspect every competitor you will be facing in competition you don’t need to be mentally 
tough.

Talking tough, walking tough, yelling team war-crys, painting your face, listening to motivational 
speakers, getting tattoos, screaming out heavy-metal rock tunes…all these things are great fun 
but none of them are real and none make you really mentally tough.

Real mental toughness comes from one thing: preparation.
Real mental toughness comes from one person: you.
Real mental toughness is based on confidence.
Confidence which comes from knowing.
Knowing that you have done all within your power to prepare to the best of your ability every 
day.

Summary:
1. Building a Bulletproof body is a matter of training hard every day, making 

sure your practice sessions are always challenging and demanding and 
above all consistently training to your full potential;

2. Building a Bulletproof brain is the same: challenge your mind to face 
new challenges every day, learn to overcome demanding and difficult 
situations in practice and consistently engage your mind to its full 
capacity in everything you do;

3. Being bulletproof in competition comes from confidence and confidence 
comes from knowing… knowing that every day you have challenged 
both your body and your mind to a level even more challenging and more 
demanding than any competition could ever be. 
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The secret to swimming success is a strange thing.
Everyone is looking for it.

Lots of people talk about it.
Swimming scientists all over the world spend a lot of time and money studying it.

Coaches spend years planning how to develop it.
Swimmers spend hours and hours every week chasing it up and down the pool.

But everyone has it.
It’s right in front of you.

It costs nothing.
You can’t read about it in a book or study in a lab.

Your coach can’t give it to you.
And you can get it without ever swimming a lap.

But at the same time, it is the toughest thing you will ever do.
What is it?

It’s being yourself.
Why is being yourself the key to swimming successfully?

The answer to this question lies in understanding winning. 

Who wins?
Who are the people who win?  Who comes first in any field of endeavour?
The people who win are those who:

1. Do things differently to everyone else
To win, you have to do it differently to everyone who has gone before you. Copying kills! No 
matter how fast the world records of today seem, they will all be broken: maybe this year, or 
next year or in five years but, they will all be broken. And they will be broken by a swimmer (and 
coach) who found new ways of developing speed, strength, power, endurance, technique and 
skills;

2. Do new things before anyone else does them.
Winning in swimming is more than just touching the wall first. It’s about doing everything in 
training and preparation before anyone else does. Winning in competition is the end result of 
a swimmer and their coach trying some new ideas, heading off in new directions and gaining 
a performance advantage over their opposition. Chances are, once you try something new in 
competition – and it works – everyone will be doing it next time – but by doing it first you gained 
a winning advantage. Winners do it first. 

The Secret to Swimming Success
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3. Do different things than everyone else.
Doing the same things as everyone else and expecting to win is to rely on luck, hope and good 
fortune and they are not recommended strategies for success. Winners dare to be different. They 
will try anything and do anything (within the rules of course) to find a winning break over their 
competitors. The definition of insanity is, doing the same things as everyone else and expecting 
a different result…….dare to be different. Forget what the best swimmer in your team is doing. 
Don’t worry about what the current world record holder is doing. Be yourself, do it your way, do 
it differently and winning will follow.

4. Work harder than everyone else.
The real secret to success is hard work – and that’s why it remains a secret. Being talented is not 
enough to succeed. Being tall, being strong, being powerful, having a great stroke technique, 
having fast turns: none of these factors alone lead to victory. But….add the desire to consistently 
work hard – harder than anyone in your event – and anything is possible. Too many swimmers – 
particularly young swimmers - rely on just talent alone. Unless your passion to prepare is equal 
to or greater than your potential to perform you will never achieve all that you are capable of 
achieving.

5. Never, ever give up.
No one succeeds the first time. But unfortunately, most people will try something once and if 
they are not immediately successful they give up. Everyone who is successful has also failed. 

J K Rowling, author of the very popular and famous Harry Potter books was turned down by 12 
publishers before she finally got her first book published.

Michael Jordan, perhaps the greatest basketball player of all time was once cut from his high 
school basketball team.

Steven Spielberg, dropped out of school at junior high yet went on to win three Academy 
Awards.

Some of our greatest swimmers were not successful until they turned 15, 16 or even older.

The only people who really fail are those who give up trying.  Failure is not the end – it is only the 
beginning. Failure itself is not bad: it is how you respond to failure which is the key.

There are three different ways of responding to failure:

1. Ignoring it and just continuing to do all the things that led to the failure;

2. Taking it personally, getting mad, feeling sad, and feeling bad….;

3. Learning from it and using it as an opportunity to inspire you to work harder than ever, to 
be innovative, creative, and different and try another way of achieving your dreams.

Successful people are rarely those with the most talent or the best hair-style or who wear the 
nicest clothes: successful people know that success comes from doing different things, doing 
things differently and working harder, more often than anyone else is prepared to do.
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There is a great song by the band Nickelback (Warner Music; and written by Chad Kroeger) called 
If Today Was Your Last Day. One verse is particularly brilliant:

Against the grain should be a way of life (be different and do it differently)
What’s worth the prize is always worth the fight (work hard-it’s worth it)
Every second counts ’cause there’s no second try (work hard and do your best at every training 
session)
So live like you’ll never live it twice (give it all you’ve got)
Don’t take the free ride in your own life (don’t take the easy options)

Imagine you had one swimming session left: just one swimming session and everything 
depended on how you did it.

How would you do it?

Would you slow down when you came into turns or would you attack every turn with pace and 
passion?

Would you streamline 2-3 metres and come up and breathe on your first breath or would you 
streamline with a great body position and real kicking power until your feet went under the 
flags?

Would you touch the wall with one hand in breaststroke and butterfly or would you drive with 
speed and determination into every finish as if it was a race finish?

‘Cause that’s the real key to success; give everything 
you’ve got, to everything you do, every time you do it.
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Swimming fast is like solving a puzzle: a performance puzzle.

You need patience.

You need persistence.

You need the picture, i.e. the picture on the box the puzzle came in so you can see what it is 
supposed to look like when it is finished – (or in swimming terms you need to clearly understand 
what the “final” goal is).

And of course you need all the pieces of the puzzle to be arranged in the right way, in the right 
place and in the right order.

Some people do jigsaw puzzles by finding all the “edges” and start by forming the outside of the 
picture first.

Some people do jigsaw puzzles by grouping all the same colours together.

Others do jigsaw puzzles by trying to identify recognisable patterns or objects in the finished 
picture and build the puzzle by forming several smaller parts of the puzzle and then putting 
them together.

No matter how you build the jigsaw puzzle, everyone starts with same pieces. 

The six pieces of the swimming performance puzzle are:

1. Physical (body);
2. Mental (mind);
3. Technical (technique);
4. Tactical (racing skills);
5. Family (support environment);
6. Genetics (natural talent).

Your success in swimming is determined by 0how effectively you put all the pieces of the 
performance puzzle together.

But where to start……………… where to start………….
So what’s the right way for you to put together your own 
performance puzzle?

Six Pieces of the Swimming “Jig-saw” 
you need to solve the Performance 
Puzzle.
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Here’s how.

First, decide which of the six pieces is your strength: which of the six is your best.

The most successful people in the world, in any field of endeavour are those who spend the most 
time doing what they are good at. They know what their strengths are they spend as much time 
as possible mastering those strengths. They understand that is their strengths which give them 
a winning edge.

So if you are a physically talented swimmer: tall, flexible, powerful and strong, make that the first 
piece of your performance puzzle, i.e. build your “picture” on a foundation of physical abilities.

If you are mentally tough, you comfortably perform under pressure and you are resilient when 
things go wrong, then make that the first piece of your performance puzzle. 

If you have a supportive family, who are always there for you, who are your biggest fans, then 
that’s the first piece of your performance puzzle.

Too many swimmers make the mistake of over-looking their strengths and spend way too much 
time trying to overcome their weaknesses. The end result is that both their strengths and their 
weaknesses become just mediocre and they never realise their true potential.

The secret to swimming success is finding out what you do best and doing it often.

The Physical piece
The physical piece of the performance 
puzzle is the “super six”: your Size, your 
Strength, your Stamina (endurance), 
your Speed, your Suppleness 
(flexibility) and your Stability (core).

The Mental piece
The mental piece is your toughness, 
tenacity and d-termination.

The Technical piece
The technical piece is your stroke 
mechanics, i.e. your pull, your kick, 
your breathing, your timing, your 
recovery, your body position, your 
head position etc.

The Tactical piece
The tactical piece is your F.F.A.S.Ts: Fast 
Finishes Aggressive Starts and Turns (and 
of course your underwater kicking skill).

The Family piece
The family piece of the performance 
puzzle is the environment you have at 
home, the nurturing, loving, supportive 
environment of family and friends.

The Genetics piece
The genetic piece of the puzzle is the 
nature piece: the natural talents, gifts 
and abilities you were born with (and 
let’s hope you chose your own parents 
very carefully).
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A simple way to find out what your strengths are is to “grade” yourself and your Performance 
Puzzle pieces (see the Performance Puzzle Matrix).

First of all, complete the Performance Puzzle Matrix yourself.

Then, without sharing your own scores, ask three other people to also complete a Performance 
Puzzle Matrix for you:

• Your coach;
• Your team captain or closest team mate;
• Your mum, dad or closest relative who has supported you and your swimming.

 
Then, sit down with your coach, your captain or closest team mate and your family member and 
compare scores.

Chances are, the Performance Puzzle pieces which all score “A” are real strengths and represent 
the best opportunity for you to develop a winning advantage in swimming.

The Performance Puzzle pieces which score “B” are areas which are moderate and which can be 
improved over time.

Performance Puzzle pieces with “C” grades are areas to focus on systematically and progressively, 
but, and here is the important thing – not at the expense of the “A” grades.

Maximise your strengths, focus on the things you do well and do them magnificently!

The Performance Puzzle Matrix.

Performance  
Puzzle Piece

Give yourself an A, B or C Mark for how well you strong you 
are in each of the Performance Puzzle Pieces

Physical
Mental
Technical
Tactical
Family
Genetic

Summary:
1. Just like doing a jig-saw puzzle, swimming is a combination of different 

pieces put together in the right way to form a complete image;

2. It really helps if you know what the puzzle is going to look like when it is 
finished before you start trying to put it all together;

3. And just like a jigsaw puzzle, there are many, many different ways of 
putting it all together: Putting your own “puzzle” together means first 
figuring out which way will work best for you.
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Speed. Speed. Speed. And more speed.
 
It’s what swimming is all about.

There are no gold medals for the person who can swim the most number of 100s or the slowest 
400 or even for the swimmer who has the highest heart rate.

Winning in swimming is about one thing and one thing alone…. speed. You swim faster than 
your competitors…you win. Simple as that.

So if swimming is all about speed, what is speed all about?

Here are four really important things for every swimmer who wants to swim faster to think 
about:

1. In sprint swimming, most of the time it is the person who gets to their top speed in the 
shortest time who wins the race;

2. Getting to top speed in the shortest time means having a brilliant first 15 metres;
3. Having a brilliant first 15 metres means having an outstanding dive and underwater 

kick;
4. And having an outstanding dive and underwater kick means having a Super Start!!!!! 

So….that means if you want to win more sprint races, you need to have a SUPER START and a 
brilliant first fifteen metres! 
 
The First Fifteen is the critical Fifteen! 

For a sprinter, where every fraction of a second can mean the difference between success and 
failure, what happens in the first fifteen metres often determines the outcome of the entire race.

Want to know how to develop a FFFFF – Fantastically Fabulously Fast First Fifteen?

There are five starting “zones”: five places where you physically and mentally ensure that your 
first 15 metres are so fast it looks like you are the Space Shuttle wearing a swim-suit!

Let’s work through the Five Starting Zones - The S.T.A.R.T. Zones:

• STARTING ZONE 1 “SELF”: In the stands;
• STARTING ZONE 2 “TAKE CONTROL”: In the marshalling area;
• STARTING ZONE 3 “ATTENTION”: Behind the blocks;
• STARTING ZONE 4 “READY”: On the blocks;
• STARTING ZONE 5 “TAKE-OFF”: The first 15!

Super Starts: How to get faster 
sooner and leave your competitors 
languishing in the slow lane
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STARTING ZONE 1: In the stands
Your Super Start really starts in the stands…well before you ever think about getting wet.

This is the “Self” zone – the moment when you put yourself and your needs first. 

The “self” zone begins and ends with one question, “What do I need to do right now to make sure 
I am ready to race?”

For some swimmers that means stretching. For others that means jumping up and down. For 
some swimmers this “self” zone means putting a towel over their heads and having some quiet 
time with their own thoughts and emotions.

Whatever “self” means to you, Zone 1 is all about switching your brain on to the business of fast 
swimming.

Think about the Space Shuttle. The computers are all on line and ready to go long before the 
engines begin to fire up to blast off into orbit.

Zone 1 is where you switch your “computer” on, get it on line and begin the countdown towards 
take off!

STARTING ZONE 2: In the marshalling area “TAKE 
CONTROL”
Once you get called to the marshalling area, it is all about you taking control. 

Taking control of yourself, taking control of the marshalling area, and taking control of your 
competitors….Starting Zone 2 is about taking control and making the race your own.

Taking control in Starting Zone 2 comes from the two Big-Bs of pre-race management:

• Breathing: Breathe slowly, deeply and with purpose. As a guide aim for 5 breathes per 
minute. That’s four seconds to breathe in, four seconds to fully breathe out and allow 
yourself four restful seconds of relaxation before breathing in again;

• Body language: Moving into and around the marshalling area with confidence, calm and 
control: head up, shoulders back and using strong, slow, deliberate movements….make it 
look like you own the marshalling area;

This is what real “psyching-out” is all about. You don’t have to say anything. You don’t have 
to put anyone else down. 

Through controlled breathing and strong body language in the marshalling area you can “blow 
the minds” of most of your competitors and you will have defeated many of them mentally 
without the need to even get in the water and race.
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STARTING ZONE 3: Behind the blocks “ATTENTION”
Behind the blocks in Starting Zone 3, the focus now shifts to “attention” – that is, paying 
attention to the things that matter, paying no attention to the things that don’t and…..knowing 
the difference!

The key here is to understand the difference between Thoughts, Words and Actions.

Most swimmers will wait until their thoughts become actions, e.g. uncontrollable nervousness, 
before they do anything about them. 

In the Attention Zone (Starting Zone 3), the aim is to recognise your thoughts but only pay 
attention to the ones that can help you swim fast: letting all the others just flow through your 
mind without taking hold.

For example:

THOUGHT: “I am feeling really nervous”.

RESPONSE IN STARTING ZONE 3: “I note I am feeling nervous” – but that’s where it ends. You 
“hear” the thought, you recognise the thought, you note the thought but just as soon as you 
notice it, you allow it to drift off without paying it any real attention.

This ability to pay attention to thoughts without judgement and without allowing them to 
become words or actions is the cornerstone of real mental strength and emotional control for 
every swimmer.

 

STARTING ZONE 4: On the blocks “READY”
• Starting Zone 4 is the “ready zone”: on the blocks and ready to go. The three keys to success 

in the “ready zone” are P.R.E:

• Position (i.e. body position, head position, feet position, hand position): Being in the best 
possible starting position (which you would have practiced over and over and over in 
training of course);

• Relaxation: (continuing the controlled breathing you started in Zone 2 and the thoughts 
management technique you started in Zone 3);

• Energy: Feeling connected to all the energy in your body.

 
Starting Zone is the connection zone: the zone where your mind and your body are 
connected together as one: a unified swimming powerhouse about to unleash everything 
you’ve got with power and precision.
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STARTING ZONE 5 “TAKE OFF”: The first 15!
Bang! The gun has gone and the race is on!

The most important parts of Starting Zone 5 are the “three kicks”:

The first kick: Is the kick you do under the water after your dive. In fly, back and free that means 
fast, strong, powerful, explosive kicks to maintain the speed from your dive. In breast that means 
completing the underwater pull and kicks with flow, power and rhythm;

The second kick: Is kicking your body deliberately and with purpose towards the surface.

The third kick: And the most important kick of all is the kick you do to kick yourself into your 
first stroke on the surface: the breakout!

Speed over the first fifteen metres comes down to a simple equation:

How speed can I generate as I leave the blocks PLUS How much speed can I maintain under the 
water before I start stroking? 

Or:

FAST FIFTEEN = Maximise Speed off the blocks AND Minimise Speed lost underwater.

If you got it right in Starting Zones 1-4, then Starting Zone 5 will take care itself!

After that, you’re on your own…but, if you have worked your way through the Five Starting 
Zones, and have got to your top speed faster than anyone else in the pool you have given yourself 
every possible opportunity for a great race, a fast time and a winning performance.

 

Summary:
1. In sprint swimming, the first 15 metres often determines the outcome of 

the entire race: the swimmer who gets to their top speed first most of the 
time will win!

2. The start is not just what happens on the blocks. The start begins in the 
marshalling area, continues to the zone behind the blocks, on to the 
blocks and over the first fifteen metres in the water;

3. Start the way you want to finish: if you want to finish first…start fast and 
go, go, go.
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1 Try it before you use it! It is really 
tempting to buy a new suit or a new 

pair of goggles or some new sporting 
supplements to give you a special something 
extra for the big Meet. But time and time 
again, swimmers who have worked hard 
and trained hard for a Meet blow it all by 
reaching for a miracle over the counter super 
swimming supplement. Find out what works 
for you and keep doing it. 

2 Don’t add anything new. Another taper 
trap is to add more work in the belief 

that if some training is good, then more will 
work even better. Taper is the time for the 
four Rs – REST, REGENERATE, RECOVER AND 
RACE not the four Ms – MORE MORE MORE 
MORE. 

3 Work fast, work smart. Tip three is an 
important one. Taper is the time for 

speed: training fast to race fast. Once you 
start tapering the golden rules are: Decrease 
training volume but maintain training 
frequency and training intensity or if you like 
train fast, train often but train less.

4 No sleep-ins. Lots of swimmers (and 
their parents) fall for this one. Swimmers 

will often try to scam a few mornings off 
during taper by telling their coach they 
need the rest to swim at their best. Some 
swimmers – you know who you are – will 
even get their parents to push th 

5 New suit – old suit. It feels  great to race 
in a nice new, fast suit but a new suit 

only works if you have done all you can do in 
training to make it go fast. A slow driver in a 
Ferrari is still a slow driver.

6 It’s all mental. Racing is 90% mental. 
So practice “mental tapering” as well 

as physical tapering. During your taper take 
time to relax, to do things you enjoy, get 
plenty of sleep, read a book, watch some TV 
and taper your mind as well as your body.

7 Dives and starts. During taper – more 
than any other time – every dive is a 

race dive – every start is a race start…..every 
dive is a race dive – every start is a race start.

8 Turns. And you guessed it…every turn is 
a race turn.

Tapering is fun, it’s fantastic and above all it’s about feeling fast fast fast.

It is the time when you feel light, loose and long in the water as your body regenerates and 
recharges after weeks of hard work.  And above all tapering is one thing – one simple thing 
that everyone already has in their possession but it is one thing most people use very often....
common sense.

Think about it this way.

Imagine you were telling someone – someone who knew nothing about swimming, “I have been 
training for months and months for a big Meet coming up in two weeks”.  And then you told 
them, “And for the next two weeks I am going to change lots of things, get little or no rest, stress 
out a lot and worry about things that may not even happen, eat strange foods that I have never 
eaten before, buy some different swimsuits to wear on the day without trialling them and I will 
not spend anytime practicing exactly what I want to do at the Meet”.  They would probably tell 
you, “Well good luck with all that and here’s the number of a good psychiatrist!”

So how do you have a tip top taper?

Here are twenty two tips to turn tapering into triumph:

Tip Top Tapering – Twenty Two Tricks, 
Tips and Tales for a Terrific Taper
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9 Underwater practice. To go fast above 
the water, practice going fast under 

the water. Practice the three big kicks of 
underwater speed at every opportunity 
during taper: Kicking fast under water in 
streamline, kicking fast to the surface and 
kicking explosively to the surface for the 
breakout stroke.

10 Easy speed. A feature of a great 
taper is easy speed – being able to 

move fast with little effort. This comes as 
your body recovers and regenerates as the 
training load decreases. Enjoy this feeling – 
it is what all the training is about

11 Practice several warm ups. Practice 
your ideal pre-race warm up several 

times during the taper. Be very comfortable 
with it – know it backwards and try to 
rehearse it in conditions which are as close 
as possible to actual race conditions. And 
practice a few “what-if” warm ups. “What if” 
we get to the practice pool late and I only get 
five minutes to warm up”? “What if for some 
reason I can’t do a pool warm up and have to 
warm up on dry land?”

12 Practice several swim downs. And 
again….”what if they change the 

race schedule at the last minute and I don’t 
get a chance to do a full swim down?”. Don’t 
make the mistake of practicing for a perfect 
day – be prepared to deal with whatever can 
(and will) go wrong.

13 Fast Fuel. Eat “fast” foods – no not 
the kind you usually eat. Plenty of 

fresh fruit, salads, vegetables and quality, 
nutritious, healthy foods….you can’t put 
low performance fuel in a high performance 
machine and hope it will race fast.

14 Swimming bag check list. Make a 
check list of everything you will need 

on race day – goggles, cap, suit and back 
up suit, food, drink, something to read, two 
towels….write it down, tick it off as you pack 
your bag and leave nothing to chance.

15 Spares of everything. Ever had a pair 
goggles break on race day? Ever lost 

a suit? Your swim bag should be like Noah’s 
Arc…everything in two by two.

16 Don’t do anything dumb...Taper 
is not the time to take up bungy 

jumping, sky-diving or professional stunt 
work. 

17 Relax. Take it easy. You’ve worked 
hard. You deserve to relax.

18 Recover. Help your body to help you 
by committing to a daily recovery 

schedule. Eat good foods. Drink plenty of 
water. Do some light stretching and most 
importantly……….

19 Sleep. Sleep is the most under-rated 
but most important recovery tool at 

your disposal. And… an extra hour of sleep 
each night means an extra night’s sleep each 
week. If you have a three week taper, then by 
going to bed an hour earlier each night, you 
get three extra night’s sleep to recovery and 
be ready to race like you have never raced 
before.

20 Practise everything that can be 
practised. Perfect practice = perfect 

performance. As the Meet gets closer, make 
every aspect of your practice as perfect as 
the performance you want on race day.

21 What ifs... Write down a list of all 
the things that are stressing you 

and worrying you about the Meet. “What if 
I swallow some water when I dive”, “What if 
I get to the pool late and miss my warm up”. 
Then come up with a plan to make sure the 
“what ifs” become “will not happen because 
I am too well prepared for any eventualities”.

22 It’s all mental – it really is. Believe. 
Believe. Believe. It all starts with 

what you believe. Think fast, train hard, 
taper smart, believe in yourself and your 
potential and race brilliantly!

The performance equation..... looks 
something like this:
A great training season plus a consistently 
professional attitude in and out of the 
pool plus a well-designed and executed 
taper = Success.
It all adds up!
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In the old days it was simple…… You raced. You did your best.

You spoke with the coach about your race, you swapped ideas about dives and turns, you listened 
to feedback, discussed splits and stroke technique etc. etc.

You drank a little water or sports drink.

You jumped (or maybe slumped) into the swim down pool, did a few laps at a speed your 
grandma would consider too slow and climbed out three minutes later ready to go for your next 
race (or so you thought).

That, as they say was then and this is now – and now, more than ever, swim down is a critical 
element of every swimming competition.

 

Why swim down?
We’ve all heard the coach talk about “clearing lactic acid” and “reducing your heart rate” and 
“recovery”.  We all know it is supposed to be a good thing for swimmers to do between races but 
in recent years what we thought we knew about swim down has changed considerably.

 

What we used to think we knew about swim down:
1. Swim down really slowly;
2. Swim down really slowly for a short distance;
3. Swim down really slowly for a short distance continuously (e.g. 800 freestyle without 

stopping);
4. Swim down really slowly for a short distance continuously and swim only freestyle or 

backstroke;
5. Swim down helps your body to recover from the physiological effects of fast racing.

 

What we think we know now about swim down:
1. Include some laps in your swim down at a much higher speed than we previously imagined, 

e.g. around 80%-85% of maximum speed;
2. Swim down for as long as you need to experience the “Goldilocks Effect”;
3. Swim down using intervals of varying distances, e.g. 25s, 50s, 100s, 200s;
4. Ensure your swim down includes some of the same stroke as your most recent race, i.e. if 

you just raced 100 breaststroke or 200 fly, include some breaststroke or fly in your swim down;
5. “Mental swim-down” is just as important as physical swim down.

For example:
OLD Swim down thinking: 800 metres swim down.
Jump in, swim a relaxed, slow 800 freestyle nice and easy and jump out.

Swim Up to Swim Down: Some new 
ideas on Swim Downs to enhance 
your Swim Meet Success
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NEW Swim down thinking: 800 metres swim down.
• Take your heart rate after your race and before jumping into the swim down pool;
• Swim a steady but relaxed 300 freestyle around 60-70% of maximum speed. Take your heart 

rate at the end of the 300. Focus on controlling your breathing and swim with a technically 
good stroke technique;

• 6 x 50 metres on 1:30 negative split, the first 30 metres at 60-70% maximum speed and the 
final 20 metres at 80- 85% of maximum speed and with good technique. Every second repeat 
should be swum in the stroke you swam in your most recent race. For example, if your most 
recent race was 100 fly, then your swim down 50s could be: 50 free / 50 fly / 50 back / 50 fly / 
50 free / 50 fly. Take your heart rate at the end of each 50;

• 200 metres easy swim with good technique and controlled breathing. Take your heart rate 
at the end of the 200 metres and again one minute, three minutes and five minutes after the 
200.

• Jump out, stretch, refuel, rehydrate and relax.

Repair – Compare – Prepare:
An easy way to remember why an effective warm down is so important is to think about Repair, 
Compare, Prepare:
• Repair – your mind and body from the hard work it has just completed;
• Compare – in discussions with your coach consider how your actual race went compared to 

your actual race plan and preparation;
• Prepare – yourself for your next race.
 
Swim down, like every other aspect of your training and racing is about you as an individual 
swimmer.  It is important to practice swim downs in training and learn what it takes for you to 
feel refreshed and recovered after swimming fast.

Don’t fall for the trap of getting out of the swim down pool just because a team mate has 
finished their swim down. Your own swim down is important: stay in the water and get 
it right and you will appreciate that little extra time and effort when you have to race again. 

How do you know when you have swum down enough?
Remember that great Swimming Coach “Goldilocks”?

Well before she went off eating porridge with the three bears, she left us with the perfect way to 
understand the importance of doing the right amount of swim down.

“This swim down is too hard”:  Do too much swim down and you risk dehydration, fatigue and 
reducing energy stores and you will not swim well in your next event;

“This swim down is too easy”: Not enough swim down and your cardio-vascular, neuro-muscular 
and hormonal systems will still be stressed after racing and you will not swim well in your next 
event;

“But this swim down is just right”: Do just the right amount of swim down and you will feel fit, 
fast, fresh and fabulous for your next event.
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Swimming down for your head!
Racing takes a lot of mental energy too so be smart and swim down your “head” as well.

A really great, simple and effective technique for mental swim-down is the “mental-minute”.

Sit or lay down face up somewhere quiet and make yourself still. If the pool area is noisy, gently 
place a towel over your eyes and ears to give yourself some quiet, personal space.

Take a deep breath and while you do it count to four, i.e. inhale for a full four seconds count. Hold 
your breath for two seconds, then breath out (exhale) for four seconds. On every “exhale” quietly 
think the word “re-lax”. Remain still for two seconds, and then breathe in again for a count of 
four. Do this 5 times.

Slowing your breathing down to just five breaths a minute helps your mind and body to relax, 
helps you to feel calm and composed and in control and can be a real edge in your racing program. 

Give the “mental minute” a try!

Summary:
Try to remember it this way.
When it comes to the perfect swim down think SWIMMING:
• Same stroke you raced;
• Warm down progressively;
• Interval format – 50s, 100s, 200s;
• Monitor recovery using heart rate and “feel”;
• Mental swim down is just as important as physical swim down. Control 

your breathing and do some “mental massage” while your body is 
recovering by incorporating the “mental minute” in your post-race 
routine;

• Intensity – don’t be afraid to work a little in swim down;
• Nutrition and hydration are also critical to help post-race recovery;
• Get out of the swim down pool at the end of your swim down feeling “just 

right”: refreshed, recovered, re-focused and ready to race your next race 
– the Goldilocks Effect!

 

So Swim up in your Swim down! 
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Wayne is one of the most respected and authoritative 
sporting and business coaching minds in Australia.

His list of high performance and high profile sporting 
clients includes Tennis Australia, Racing Victoria, 
Swimming Australia, Triathlon Australia, Diving 
Australia, the Australian Rugby League, the Australian 
Rugby Union and the Australian Sports Commission. 
He has also worked with the Wests-Tigers, Sydney 
Roosters and Gold Coast Titans (NRL), the QLD Reds, 
NSW Waratahs, Western Force and ACT Brumbies 
(Super Rugby), the Gold Coast United (A-League) and 
the North Melbourne Kangaroos, Brisbane Lions and 
Melbourne (AFL).

Internationally Wayne has worked with many 
leading sporting organisations including the United 
States Olympic Committee, USA Swimming, British 
Swimming, the NZ Rugby Union, Sport NZ, the 
Singapore Sports Council and the South African 
Olympic Committee.

He has been awarded the Eunice Gill Prize for the 
Outstanding Contribution to Coach Education in 
Australia, the Outstanding Contribution to Swimming 
in Australia and the International Trophy for Creativity in Sport.

Wayne has also worked with numerous corporate clients including the Integrated Group, the Abi Group, MLC, 
Minter Ellison, Bond University, Macquarie Bank, L J Hooker, First Folio and KPMG.

Wayne speaks with the knowledge and experience of 25 years working at the highest level of world sport and 
brings his understanding of peak performance and what it takes to be the best to every audience. 
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